WEST WIELDS ROD AND HOUSE OBEYS

State Printer Flat-Salary Bill Passed.

HULK HIDES: BEDlam RULES

Parliamentary Law Down trodden to Win for Measure.

GOVERNOR'S THREAT TELLS

Executive's Message Condemning Speedy Bill Legislation and Pre ceding Session of Senate to Visitors—Floor Aid First.

UNITED STATES—Sen. M. S. Cummins, D. I. (Dist. 5), in the Senate chamber March 9, 1897

On the motion of Senator Cummins of Idaho, the Senate chamber was cleared of the Members and officers. The Idaho Senator, in his rapid delivery, commented on the multiplicity of business before the Senate, and said the Members were not in a position to adequately discuss the various bills, and the necessity for a speedy close of the business is manifest.

WASHINGTON—Sen. M. S. Cummins, D. I. (Dist. 5), in the Senate chamber March 9, 1897

The Senate chamber was cleared of Members and officers and Senator Cummins commented on the multiplicity of business before the Senate. He said the Members were not in a position to adequately discuss the various bills and the necessity for a speedy close of the business is manifest.

NEW YORK—Sen. M. S. Cummins, D. I. (Dist. 5), in the Senate chamber March 9, 1897

On the motion of Senator Cummins of Idaho, the Senate chamber was cleared of the Members and officers. The Idaho Senator, in his rapid delivery, commented on the multiplicity of business before the Senate, and said the Members were not in a position to adequately discuss the various bills, and the necessity for a speedy close of the business is manifest.

SEVERE SHOCK RECORDED

Stenographers in Several Cities Tell of Earthquakes.

WASHINGTON—Stenographers in several cities have recorded severe shock of an earthquake today. The shock was felt throughout the northeastern United States, including New York, Boston, and Philadelphia. It is reported that the earthquake was caused by a fault line in the area, and there are no reports of damage or injuries.

WASHINGTON—Stenographers in several cities have recorded severe shock of an earthquake today. The shock was felt throughout the northeastern United States, including New York, Boston, and Philadelphia. It is reported that the earthquake was caused by a fault line in the area, and there are no reports of damage or injuries.

INTERMARRIAGE NOT TABOO

Will be Kept to House at Salem.

Avoid Promoting Stories.

STATE CAPITOL Salem, Ore., Feb. 21—The Inter marri age not taboo at Salem was reported today in three stories told by stenographers. It is reported that the House was unable to pass the bill to ban intermarriage, and the Members are now working on the bill to ban intermarriage.

WASHINGTON—Stenographers in several cities have recorded severe shock of an earthquake today. The shock was felt throughout the northeastern United States, including New York, Boston, and Philadelphia. It is reported that the earthquake was caused by a fault line in the area, and there are no reports of damage or injuries.

HARRY MURPHY CONTRIBUTES ANOTHER FUNNY LOT OF FUNNY PICTURES FOR SUNDAY MORNING DIVERSION.